ClickFunnels - Free Expert Secrets Book Launch - Russell
Brunson 2017
Russell Brunson is launching His brand new book, "Expert Secrets", available through
http://expertsecretsunveiled.com The Book ...targets fans of the Sales and Marketing
- Individuals and Business Entrepreneurs - Goods and Service Providers... More
information is available at website: http://expertsecretsunveiled.com
Russell Brunson is launching His brand new book, "Expert Secrets", available through
http://expertsecretsunveiled.com The Book ...targets fans of the Sales and Marketing - Individuals
and Business Entrepreneurs - Goods and Service Providers... More information is available at
website: http://expertsecretsunveiled.comNundah, Australia - April 18, 2017 /MarketersMedia/ -Top Speaker, Entrepreneur, Owner of DotComSecrets.com and FunnelHacking.com, Author, Ex
Wrestler and A Dedicated Family Man... Russell Brunson is launching His brand new book, "Expert
Secrets Book". The book is set to go live Today 18th April 2017, available
http://expertsecretsunveiled.com and is expected to become a big hit with fans of Sales and
Marketing - Individuals and Business Entrepreneurs - Goods and Service Providers in their local
markets and worldwide...
More information on the FREE book can be found here: http://expertsecretsunveiled.com ... Limited
FREE Copies Available...
This is the Second book Brunson has authored. The book was written with the aim in mind to Give
people whether you are an Individual, small or medium business, access to a platform a system, the
exact map that allows them to attract and connect with a mass customer base to get their message,
goods or services out, that has only been known by a small elite group in the
marketplace...Excitement surrounds this book launch because....
Expert Secrets sets its main focus on providing hidden away systems and strategies to attract and
connect to the mass population, showing the readers how they can tap into their specialised
knowledge, talents and abilities and turn them into a business that will work for them! ....Readers will
likely find a particular interest in that providing contribution and value to others in the right way, can
transform the level in which you live including MONEY. The book's cover art was created by Russell
Brunson and Expert Secrets is being released by Morgan James Publishing.
The Author... Russell Brunson has a background in a lifetime of successful marketing and
businesses by being in the trenches. This helped shaped the creation of the book by Russell's
journey accumulating knowledge from a mass number of experts creating his passion to change
other lives to further grow himself, helping others be as successful as he is...
When asked about why he wrote the book, Brunson said: "To express gratitude for the Experts he
has meet in life, who have helped him to become who he is today... to show his amazing kids how to
use that knowledge through others, to make this world a better place.
Brunson has hopes that the book will Inspire and show everyone that they have a unique talent and
ability, that can change their lives by helping others do the same!... This positive outlook from the
author is certainly testament to their optimism considering some of the crazy mishaps during its
creation. At one point after 8 months of writing his second book which Russell finds REALLY hard to
do, he realised doing a deep first edit, that it was good but not great so he started all over again... he
didn't ever imagine doing that?
In a recent interview, the author made a point of thanking Robert Kiyosaki for his foreword
contribution, Daegan Smith for his ideas and what Russell learnt about belief, Perry Belcher for
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understanding opportunities and status, Dan Kennedy teaching character and communication,
Michael Hauge showing story structure, Blair Warren's work in persuasion, Jason Fladlien how to
break and rebuild belief patterns, Armand Morin creating the stack, Russell's inner circle and Funnel
Hacking and Clickfunnel staff and communities... Julie Eason for her dedication for the better part of
a year in helping Russell write this book...
The author also thanked for their part in the creation of the book, saying: "Without Stephen Larsen
being a constant sounding board and excitement for the book during this book project... and Julie
Eason dedication, it would have never happened!... "
Those interested in learning more about the book or secure their FREE copy for a limited time... can
visit here: http://expertsecretsunveiled.com
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